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Fracton models, a collection of exotic gapped lattice Hamiltonians recently discovered in three spatial
dimensions, contain some “topological” features: They support fractional bulk excitations (dubbed
fractons) and a ground-state degeneracy that is robust to local perturbations. However, because previous
fracton models have been defined and analyzed only on a cubic lattice with periodic boundary conditions, it
is unclear to what extent a notion of topology is applicable. In this paper, we demonstrate that the X-cube
model, a prototypical type-I fracton model, can be defined on general three-dimensional manifolds.
Our construction revolves around the notion of a singular compact total foliation of the spatial manifold,
which constructs a lattice from intersecting stacks of parallel surfaces called leaves. We find that the
ground-state degeneracy depends on the topology of the leaves and the pattern of leaf intersections. We
further show that such a dependence can be understood from a renormalization group transformation for the
X-cube model, wherein the system size can be changed by adding or removing 2D layers of topological
states. Our results lead to an improved definition of fracton phase and bring to the fore the topological
nature of fracton orders.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Characterization and classification of quantum phases of
matter is a fundamental problem of physics. Spectacular
progress has been made in the last decade for topological
phases of matter, especially those with short-range entan-
glement and with long-range entanglement in two spatial
dimensions. Topological quantum field theory (TQFT) is
the framework in which the regnant theories of these
topological phases are formulated. Recently, an intriguing
class of gapped Hamiltonians referred to as fracton models
in this paper have been proposed as potential new topo-
logical phases of matter [1–12]. These models appear in
three spatial dimensions and have ground states exhibiting
long-range entanglement. Certain topological features
[13–19] such as robust ground-state degeneracy and frac-
tional excitations rear their heads in fracton models. But
these models clearly do not fit into the standard TQFT
framework since their ground-state degeneracies (GSDs)

are not topologically invariant, which is a salient feature of
current TQFTs. In this paper, we investigate the nature of
the underlying physics in these fracton models: topological,
geometric, or something else.
Quantum field theory (QFT) provides powerful descrip-

tions of many-body quantum physics. Phases of matter with
intrinsic topological order can be characterized either by
the existence of a low-energy TQFT limit or by an anyon
model that captures the algebraic structure of fractional
excitations in the plane. We are thus motivated to ask
whether fracton models have low-energy descriptions that
resemble TQFTs. (A QFT description of the X-cube model
with a cutoff is proposed in Ref. [20].)
A TQFT assigns a Hilbert space VðYÞ to each spatial

manifold Y satisfying some formal properties of a QFT;
the Hilbert space VðYÞ is the ground-state manifold. An
intrinsic topological order manifests itself in the robust
ground-state degeneracy VðYÞ that depends only on the
topology of the spatial manifold Y. Fracton models do not
fit into this framework because their GSD is not solely
determined by the topology of the spatial manifold Y. Thus,
we are interested in a modification such that the ground-
state manifold VðY; sÞwill depend not only on the topology
of Y but also some extra structure s of Y analogous to a G
bundle in gauge theory or a spin structure for fermions.
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A condensed matter system on a closed (compact without
boundary) spatial manifold Y is defined through a
Hamiltonian on a lattice Δ in Y, which is a cellulation
of Y mathematically. In traditional topological phases, the
ground-state manifold VðY;ΔÞ is independent of the lattice
Δ, while in fracton models, VðY;ΔÞ depends on the lattice
Δ in intricate ways. One hope is that for a judiciously
chosen sequence of lattices Δi, the ground-state manifolds
VðY;ΔiÞ converge to a well-defined limit VðY; sÞ, pre-
sumably infinitely dimensional, and their dependence on
lattices Δi reduces to the well-defined structure s of Y.
Then, according to the structure s being regarded as
topological, geometric, or something else, we classify
the fracton models as phases possessing such a character.
In this paper, a first step is made towards such a

generalized TQFT for the X-cube model. As we explain
in the concluding section, we conjecture that the extra
structure is a singular compact total foliation inspired by
the notion of total foliation of a three-manifold [21]. Since a
foliation of a three-manifold is regarded as a topological
structure, we suggest that the X-cube model can be consid-
ered to be a new kind of generalized topological order.
In particular, we show that the X-cube model [3]

originally defined on the three-dimensional torus can be
defined on other closed three-manifolds as well. To do so,
we employ a singular compact total foliation of a three-
manifold, which partitions the manifold into three sets of
transversely intersecting parallel surfaces in the comple-
ment of a (possibly empty) singular subset consisting of
singular leaves. The ground-state degeneracy (and its size-
independent correction) depends on the topology of these
leaves and the intersections of the leaves. We show that
the relation between the ground-state degeneracy and the
foliation can be easily understood in terms of an entangle-
ment renormalization group transformation of the X-cube
model where system size can be increased or decreased by
adding or removing 2D layers of toric code topological
states.
The total foliation structure is well suited for the

potential construction of a continuous limit description
of the phase. Additionally, we give a spherical leaf
construction of the X-cube model for any three-manifold.
Remarkably, we find that the X-cube model in the spherical
leaf construction reduces to the 3D toric code model with
traditional topological order of a discrete vector gauge
theory.
The paper is structured as follows: In Sec. II, we review

the X-cube model on the three-torus T3. In Secs. III and IV,
we extend the X-cube model to other closed three-
manifolds: the spherical leaf construction in Sec. III and
the singular compact total foliation construction in Sec. IV.
In Sec. V, we present the entanglement renormalization
procedure for the X-cube model. In Sec. VII, we show that
these results can be generalized to the ZN version of the
X-cube model.

II. REVIEW OF THE X-CUBE MODEL
ON THE THREE-TORUS

The X-cube model, as first discussed in Ref. [3], is
defined on a cubic lattice with qubit degrees of freedom on
the edges. The Hamiltonian

H ¼ −
X
v

ðAx
v þ Ay

v þ Az
vÞ −

X
c

Bc ð1Þ

contains two types of terms: cube terms Bc, which are
products of the 12 Pauli X operators around a cube c, and
cross terms Aμ

v, which are products of the four Pauli Z
operators at a vertex v in the plane normal to the μ direction
where μ ¼ x, y, or z (Fig. 1). These terms mutually
commute, and their energies can be minimized simulta-
neously. Moreover, they can be viewed as stabilizer
generators for a quantum error-correcting stabilizer code
[22] whose code space coincides with the Hamiltonian
ground space. One particular ground state is given by
jψi ¼ Q

cð1þ BcÞj0i, where j0i refers to the tensor prod-
uct of the qubit state j0i on each edge.
Consider an Lx × Ly × Lz cubic lattice with periodic

boundary conditions. While there are 3LxLyLz qubits in the
system and 4LxLyLz local terms in the Hamiltonian, the
ground state is far from unique. In fact, the GSD scales
linearly with the size of the system in all three directions:

log2GSD ¼ 2Lx þ 2Ly þ 2Lz − 3: ð2Þ

There are hence a large number of “logical operators”
that commute with all of the terms in the Hamiltonian and
map one ground state to another [14,20]. An overcomplete
set of X-type logical operators is given by the set of closed
stringlike operators Wμ

ij, which is a product of X operators
over all μ-oriented edges with coordinates ði; jÞ in the plane
normal to μ (see Fig. 2). This set is overcomplete in the
sense that products of the form Wμ

ijW
μ
ilW

μ
klW

μ
kj are equal to

a product of some Bc cube operators and thus act trivially
on the ground-state manifold (here, the four sets of
coordinates lie at the corners of a rectangle in the plane
normal to μ, as shown in Fig. 2). There are LxLy þ LyLz þ
LzLx − 2Lx − 2Ly − 2Lz þ 3 such relations corresponding
to unique products of cube operators, thus, implying

FIG. 1. (a) Cube and (b) cross operators of the X-cube model
Hamiltonian on a cubic lattice.
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Eq. (2). Moreover, Refs. [14,15] found that for each ground
state, the entanglement entropy of a region R satisfies an
area law with subleading corrections linear in the length of
R, which has a similar origin as the subextensive scaling of
ground-state degeneracy.
Logical operators correspond to processes where par-

ticle-antiparticle pairs are created out of the vacuum, wound
around the torus, and then annihilated. Straight open
string operators Wμ

ijðμ1; μ2Þ anticommute with the vertex
Hamiltonian terms at the end points μ1 and μ2 correspond-
ing to excitations which live on the vertices of the lattice.
Here, Wμ

ijðμ1; μ2Þ is defined to be the product of X
operators over μ-oriented edges between μ ¼ μ1 and
μ ¼ μ2 with coordinate ði; jÞ in the plane normal to μ
(see Fig. 3). Conversely, acting with bent string operators
introduces additional energetic costs at the corners.
Therefore, the particles living at the end points of straight
open strings are energetically confined to live on a line; in
this sense, they are dimension-one particles [3]. These

particles obey an unconventional fusion rule: Triples of
particles living along x-, y-, and z-oriented lines may
annihilate into vacuum. On the other hand, acting with a
closed string operator around a rectangle creates an
excitation at each corner of the rectangle. A pair of particles
at adjacent corners may be viewed as a single dipolelike
object, which is itself a dimension-two particle and is
mobile in the plane normal to the edges connecting the two
corners.
In addition to these stringlike operators, there are

membranelike operators which are products of Z operators
over qubits corresponding to a membrane geometry on the
dual lattice (see Fig. 3). A rectangular membrane operator
anticommutes with the cube Hamiltonian terms at its
corners. A pair of adjacent corner excitations created by
a rectangular membrane operator is likewise a dimension-
two dipolar particle, free to move in a plane perpendicular
to its moment. A process whereby a pair of such membrane
dipoles is created, separated, wound around the torus, and
annihilated corresponds to a stringlike Z-type logical
operator.

III. X-CUBE MODEL ON GENERIC LATTICES

The 3D toric code model, which represents the tradi-
tional 3DZ2 gauge theory topological order, can be defined
on any lattice on any manifold. However, if it not clear if
the X-cube model can also be defined on any lattice on
any manifold. In this section, we explain how to define the
X-cube model on a special class of lattices, which enables
constructions on general spatial three-manifolds in the
subsequent section.

A. Intersecting leaves

We construct a lattice by embedding a large number of
transversely intersecting surfaces referred to as leaves into
the three-manifold M. Vertices of the resulting cellulation
lie at triple intersection points of leaves, while edges lie
along the intersections of pairs of leaves; a qubit is placed
on each edge. We assume that the location of the leaves is
generic enough such that no three leaves intersect along the
same line. The cubic lattice on the three-torus can be
viewed in this way as three orthogonal stacks of toroidal
leaves—the xy, yz, and xz planes of T3 ¼ R3=Z3. Unlike
the cubic lattice, the general construction may result in
some number of noncubical three-cells. Crucially, however,
every vertex in this type of cellulation is locally isomorphic
to a cubic lattice vertex. This fact allows the X-cube
Hamiltonian to be defined as per Eq. (1). Similar to the
cubic lattice, the three cross operators Aμ

v are products of Z
operators over the four edges emanating from v in the leaf
labeled by μ. The Bc operator is, in general, a product of X
operators over all edges of the three-cell c. The cellulation
geometry ensures that the terms in the Hamiltonian are
mutually commuting.

FIG. 2. Visualization of logical operators. The green string
corresponds to Wz

mn. The product of the four operators corre-
sponding to the blue strings is equal to the identity, as described
in the main text.

FIG. 3. Visualization of particle creation operators. The red
links correspond to a membrane geometry on the dual lattice. The
product of Z operators over these edges excites the (darkened)
cube operators at the corners. The product of X operators over the
links comprising the straight open blue string creates excitations
at its end points (black dots).
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The structure of the excitation types and fusion properties
carries over from the cubic lattice version of the X-cube
model.However, the notionof dimension-one anddimension-
two particles is revised in a natural way. In the general
lattice construction, dimension-one particles created at the
ends of open string operators are freely mobile along
the intersection lines of pairs of cellulating surfaces.
Furthermore, dimension-two particles, such as fracton
dipoles, are free to move along leaves that are orthogonal
to the direction of the dipole moment. In the general setting,
logical operators correspond to processes where particle
pairs are created, wound around the intersection circle of
two surfaces, and then annihilated. Unlike three-torus, for
general manifolds these circles may be contractible.

B. Spherical leaf construction
and 3 + 1D Z2 gauge theory

Before we turn to the notion of total foliation, we first
note the existence of a somewhat anomalous lattice con-
struction that defines an X-cube model on any three-
manifold M. We choose the leaves of the cellulation to
be contractible small spheres placed randomly or periodi-
cally throughout M. As we explain above, a lattice is
formed by placing vertices at the intersection of three
spheres and edges along the intersection of two spheres. As
long as the spheres are packed closely enough that each
sphere intersects with several other spheres, this construc-
tion defines a lattice inM. The X-cube Hamiltonian on this
lattice generalizes Eq. (1), with three cross terms at each
vertex v and a Bc term for each three-cell. The operator Bc
is a product of X operators over the edges of the three-
cell c.
This construction allows the X-cube model to be defined

on any manifold. However, the resulting model can have
fully mobile deconfined point excitations and a constant
GSD of 8 on the three-torus. Thus, we conclude that the
model can exhibit conventional 3þ 1D Z2 gauge theory
topological order rather than fracton order. We numerically
verify a GSD of 8 for a three-torus covered with spherical
leaves of radius 0.46 centered at points of a fcc lattice [see
Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)]. We use the method equivalent to the
one described in Appendix B of Ref. [8]. The unit cell in
this configuration contains 48 links. By enumerating the 48
links in a unit cell and inputting the complicated stabilizer
Hamiltonian into the algorithm, we identify a ground-state
degeneracy of 8.
The eightfold GSD can be understood by considering the

string and membrane logical operators acting on the
topologically protected ground space. A membrane and
string operator are shown in Figs. 4(d) and 4(e). The
membrane operator is a product of X operators on the blue
edges, whereas the string operator is a product of Z
operators on the red edges. These operators commute with
the Hamiltonian but anticommute with each other and,
therefore, describe one qubit in the degenerate ground-state

Hilbert space. Ninety-degree rotation gives the two other
pairs of these operators.
The deconfined pointlike charges of the model corre-

spond to three-cell excitations lying at the ends of open
string operators [as in Fig. 4(b)]. These particles are
fully mobile because the corresponding string operators
can bend without creating additional excitations. This
mobility is a surprising result, as excitations of the
three-cell operators on a cubic lattice are immobile frac-
tons. Conversely, violations of the cross operators lie along
the boundary of open membrane operators [shown in blue
in Figs. 4(d) and 4(e)]. These excitations correspond to flux
loops of the 3þ 1D Z2 gauge theory. Hence, we see that

FIG. 4. A construction with periodically placed spheres (see
Sec. III B). (a),(b) We place spheres of radius 0.46 on fcc lattice.
The spheres in (b) are located at the blue points of the fcc lattice in
(a). When the X-cube model is defined on the resulting lattice, the
phase is equivalent to the 3D toric code. (b) The toric code
charges reside on small cubes. These charges can hop, e.g.,
between the two blue cubes via a string of Z operators on the two
red edges. (c) The elementary three-cells of the cellulation. (d),(e)
Membrane and string operators. The membrane operator is a
product of X operators on the blue edges, whereas the string
operator is a product of Z operators on the red edges.
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both the fractional excitations and logical operators match
those of 3þ 1D Z2 gauge theory. Other arrangements of
spheres may also result in the 3þ 1D Z2 gauge theory.
Thus, a different approach must be considered to con-

struct lattices whose X-cube constructions realize fracton
order. Since dimension-one and dimension-two particles
are constrained to move within individual leaves, extended
dimension-one and dimension-two particles and a robust
ground-state degeneracy that scales subextensively with
system size can be realized only in the presence of leaves
that are nonlocally embedded in the three-manifold. This
consideration motivates the following section.

IV. X-CUBE MODEL ON GENERAL
MANIFOLDS VIA TOTAL FOLIATION

In this section, we consider cellulations of a three-
manifold M constructed by embedding into M three
transversely intersecting stacks of parallel surfaces, which
are assigned x, y, and z labels and are composed of Lx, Ly,
and Lz layers, respectively. Each stack of surfaces may be
viewed as a discrete sample of compact leaves of a
(possibly singular) [23] two-dimensional foliation of M.
(A p-dimensional foliation of a manifold M is an
infinite partition of M into a collection of disjoint parallel
p-dimensional submanifolds of M with infinitesimal sep-
aration. The submanifolds are referred to as leaves.) This
approach is reminiscent of the mathematical notion of total
foliation [24]. However, our construction differs in that we
allow the foliations to be singular (containing leaves that
are of a different dimension) but require that the leaves
are compact so that the resulting lattice has a finite number
of edges. The discrete foliations are required to obey
the following transversality conditions, which can always
be satisfied by an appropriate choice of leaves: Pairs of
foliating surfaces must intersect transversely (i.e., not
tangentially), and triples of surfaces must intersect at
points. These generalized cellulations retain a notion of
continuum limit, as they can be arbitrarily refined by
adding leaves to any of the three constituent foliations.
We find that the ground-state degeneracy of the gener-

alized X-cube model obeys the formula

log2GSD ¼ bxLx þ byLy þ bzLz − c; ð3Þ

where bμ is the first Betti number with Z2 coefficients [25]
of the surfaces comprising the μ-oriented foliation [26], and
c is a constant sensitive to the topology of the intersections
of the three foliations. As we discuss in Sec. V, the presence
of the first three terms can be understood in terms of an
entanglement renormalization transformation which grows
the system size by adding layers of toric code states, which
have log2GSD ¼ b.
We stress that the degenerate ground space is sensitive to

the foliation structure imposed on the three-manifold as
well as its topology, and that it is possible to endow the

same three-manifold with differing foliation structures
(for example, in the case of the half-twist manifold
discussed below). Furthermore, we note that singularities
in the foliation structure may result in partial splitting of
the GSD (in the presence of local perturbations) due to the

FIG. 5. (a) A spherical cross section of a cellulation of S2 × S1

with Lx ¼ Ly ¼ 8. (b) The t ¼ 0 equator of S3 defined as the
locus of points in R4 satisfying x2 þ y2 þ z2 þ t2 ¼ 1. In this
example, S3 is foliated by eight spherical leaves of constants x, y,
and z, which are colored red, green, and blue. Although the
sphere drawn in (a) is a leaf, the sphere drawn in (b) is not a leaf; it
is merely a convenient cross section. (c) The half-twist manifold
constructed by identifying opposite faces of a cube. The front and
back faces are glued after a 180° twist. The dashed red and green
squares are outlines of embedded Klein bottles. The pair of solid
red (or green) squares outline a single torus, as does the blue
square. (d) The three-manifold K2 × S1 viewed as a cube with
opposite faces identified; front and back faces are identified after
a reflection across the vertical bisector. The pair of solid red
squares outlines a single embedded torus, as do the dashed red
square and solid blue square. The solid green square outlines an
embedded Klein bottle. (e) Figure courtesy of Ref. [27]. A Σ2

cross section of a cellulation of Σ2 × S1. The red and blue lines
correspond to the leaves of the respective singular foliations. The
singularities are indicated by the black lines.
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existence of logical operators with local support. This
degeneracy splitting occurs, for instance, in the case of
S2 × S1, in which two of the foliations have point singu-
larities. Conversely, in the case of Σ2 × S1 depicted in
Fig. 5(e), the foliations exhibit codimension-one singular-
ities, but the resulting models do not contain logical
operators with local support.
We now turn to some examples. The results are sum-

marized in Table I. We numerically verify the expressions
for GSD using a method equivalent to the one described in
Appendix B of Ref. [8].

A. S2 × S1

First, consider the manifold S2 × S1. It admits a non-
singular foliation consisting of layered copies of S2, as well
as singular foliations of tori whose projections onto S2

latitudinally foliate the sphere with singularities at the
poles. Our construction takes one stack of Lz parallel
spheres and two such stacks of Lx and Ly layers of tori,
respectively [see Fig. 5(a)]. The ground-state degeneracy
of the X-cube model on this lattice obeys the formula
log2GSD ¼ 2Lx þ 2Ly − 1.
It is important to note that the Wilson loops [which

are a product of X operators around a red or green loop in
Fig. 5(a)] near the foliation singularities have local support.
Thus, the logical qubits corresponding to these loops are
not topologically protected, and the ground-state degen-
eracy would be partially split by local perturbations.

B. Three-sphere

The three-sphere S3 admits latitudinal foliations with
polar singularities. Viewing S3 as a subspace of R4 defined
by the equation x2 þ y2 þ z2 þ w2 ¼ 1, a leaf of an
x-oriented latitudinal foliation is a two-sphere defined by
the equation x20 þ y2 þ z2 þ w2 ¼ 1 for fixed x0. Taking
three such foliations in the x, y, and z directions yields a
suitable cellulation of S3 [Fig. 5(b)]. The resulting X-cube
model exhibits a unique ground state.

C. Half-twist manifold

The half-twist manifold is an orientable Euclidean three-
manifold constructed by identifying opposite faces of a
cube. The y (top and bottom) and x (left and right) faces are
identified in the standard way, but the z (front and back)
faces are identified after a rotation of 180° relative to one
another. It admits a total foliation with three sets of compact
toroidal leaves. A sampling of Lx, Ly, and Lz toroidal
leaves corresponds to embedding a 2Lx × 2Ly × Lz cubic
lattice in the original cube. The factors of 2 are due to the
twist in the gluing process [see Fig. 5(c)]. The ground-state
degeneracy of the X-cube model defined on this lattice is
given by log2 GSD ¼ 2Lx þ 2Ly þ 2Lz.
It is also possible to include one or more Klein bottles in

the cellulation. Including one Klein bottle belonging to the
x foliation corresponds to embedding a cubic lattice of size
2Lx − 1 in the x direction and changes the ground-state
degeneracy such that c ¼ 2. Including an additional Klein
bottle in the y foliation further increases c to 3. Thus, the
constant c is not an invariant ofM, but rather, it is sensitive
to the choice of cellulation.

D. Klein bottle times S1

The manifold K2 × S1 is a simple example of a non-
orientable three-manifold, where K2 is a Klein bottle. It
admits a total foliation consisting of one set of Klein bottle
leaves and two sets of toroidal leaves. CellulatingK2 × S1 in
this fashion (with Lx, Ly, and Lz leaves) is equivalent to
embedding a 2Lx × 2Ly × Lz cubic lattice intoK2 × S1. See
Fig. 5(d) for details. As on the torus, the toric code on the
Klein bottle has a fourfold ground-state degeneracy. The
ground-state degeneracy of the X-cube model on K2 × S1

(with this foliation) obeys log2GSD¼ 2Lxþ2Lyþ2Lz−2.

E. Genus g surface times S1

The product manifold Σg × S1 admits a natural foliation
of Σg leaves, where Σg is the 2D-oriented topological
manifold with genus g. We can supplement this partial
foliation with two singular foliations of tori which intersect

TABLE I. A summary of the GSD of the X-cube model on various three-manifolds with the foliations described in Sec. IV.

Three-manifold x leaves y leaves z leaves log2 GSD c

T3 Lx × T2 Ly × T2 Lz × T2 2Lx þ 2Ly þ 2Lz − 3 3
S2 × S1 Lx × T2 Ly × T2 Lz × S2 2Lx þ 2Ly − 1

a 1
S3 Lx × S2 Ly × S2 Lz × S2 0 0
Half twist Lx × T2 Ly × T2 Lz × T2 2Lx þ 2Ly þ 2Lz 0
Half twist ðLx − 1Þ × T2 þ K2 Ly × T2 Lz × T2 2Lx þ 2Ly þ 2Lz − 2 2
Half twist ðLx − 1Þ × T2 þ K2 ðLy − 1Þ × T2 þ K2 Lz × T2 2Lx þ 2Ly þ 2Lz − 3 3
K2 × S1 Lx × T2 Ly × T2 Lz × K2 2Lx þ 2Ly þ 2Lz − 2 2
Σg × S1 Lx × T2 Ly × T2 Lz × Σg 2Lx þ 2Ly þ 2gLz − 3g 3g

aThe logical operators with support near foliation singularities are not protected against local perturbations; see Sec. IVA.
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Σg slices in circles. These circles represent leaves of a
measured foliation of Σg with trivalent singularities, which
can be constructed for any genus by gluing together foliated
pairs of pants [28]. A cross section of a cellulation of
Σ2 × S1 is shown in Fig. 5(e). The ground-state degeneracy
of the X-cube model on this class of manifolds is given by
log2GSD ¼ 2gLz þ 2Lx þ 2Ly − 3g.

V. ENTANGLEMENT RENORMALIZATION
FOR THE X-CUBE MODEL

In this section, we introduce a procedure that transforms
between X-cube ground states on coarsened or refined
cellulations of a three-manifold M. Given a cellulation
composed of leaves of a triple foliation ofM, the procedure
allows leaves to be added or removed by adding or removing
toric code states that live on the individual layers. This
transformation sheds light on the structure of the ground-
state degeneracy in Eq. (3). Moreover, the procedure can be
interpreted as an entanglement renormalization group (RG)
transformation [29] for which the X-cube Hamiltonian is a
fixed point. This interpretation motivates us to propose a
definition of a type-I fracton phase based on ground-state
entanglement structure (in Sec. VI).

A. RG transformation

To begin, we consider a transformation on an X-cube
ground state jψXCi that adds a single layer to one of the
constituent stacks of a given three-manifold cellulation.
This new layer bisects the edges and three-cells it intersects.
Accordingly, for each edge i piercing the new layer, the
qubit on this edge is split into two qubits on edges i0 and j0.
We then substitute Zi → Zi0 and Xi → Xi0Xj0 in the X-cube
Hamiltonian and add a Zi0Zj0 stabilizer to the Hamiltonian
[30]. The resulting ground state is labeled jψXCi0. Next, we
take the tensor product jψXCi0 ⊗ jψTCi of the modified
X-cube ground state with a toric code ground state on the
new layer and apply a local unitary transformation S to sew
the two wave functions together into a larger X-cube wave

function gjψXCi ¼ SðjψXCi0 ⊗ jψTCiÞ. This procedure can
be reversed or iterated to arbitrarily change the system size.
The unitary S is a product of controlled NOT (CNOT) gates

whose control qubits belong to the new layer; the precise
form depends on the geometry of the cellulation. In the
simplest case, the intersection of the new layer α with
the two transverse foliations is isomorphic to that of one of
the adjacent layers β. Suppose α and β are z leaves. The
region between α and β is divided by the x and y foliations
into three-cell prisms whose base polygons have an even
number of sides alternating between edges transverse to the
x and y foliations. The unitary S contains a CNOT gate for
each edge (the control qubit) in α, whose target qubit lies on
the corresponding edge in β. Additionally, for each edge
transverse to the y foliation in α, there are two additional
CNOT gates whose targets are the adjacent edges transverse

to α (oriented in the z direction) and connected to β.
The transformation for a cubic lattice is illustrated in
Fig. 6(a) and for the edges in a hexagonal prism three-
cell in Fig. 6(b). The CNOT gate acts by conjugation as

ZI → ZI; IZ ↔ ZZ;

XI ↔ XX; IX → IX; ð4Þ

where the first and second qubits are the control and target
qubits, respectively. From this follows the action of S on
the generators of the stabilizer group of jψXCi0 ⊗ jψTCi,
i.e., the modified X-cube Hamiltonian terms combined with
toric code Hamiltonian terms on the new layer. This action
is described for a cubic lattice in Fig. 7. The prism
geometry ensures that S maps the original stabilizer
generators to a set of stabilizer generators corresponding

to a larger X-cube model. It follows that gjψXCi is indeed an
X-cube ground state on the enlarged lattice.
In general, the leaves adjacent to the new layer αmay not

have isomorphic intersections with the other foliations,
in which case, the local unitary S which sews α into the
cellulation may take a complicated form. However, we
believe that such an operator generically exists. In the
Appendix, we present examples of explicit transformations
to add generic leaves to the total foliations of S2 × S1 and
S3 discussed in Sec. IV. For the other manifolds discussed,

FIG. 6. (a) Adding an xy layer to the X-cube model on T3. The
large cube represents a unit cell of the original X-cube model,
while the bold (blue) square is an elementary plaquette of the new
layer α. The original z-oriented edges are split into two by the
new layer. The local unitary S is a translation-invariant compo-
sition of commuting CNOT gates; a unit cell is pictured here.
Arrows point from the control qubit to the target qubit. (b) Action
of the unitary S on the qubits of a hexagonal prism three-cell. The
lower hexagonal plaquette belongs to the new z layer α. Bold
(blue) edges are transverse to the y foliation, whereas double
(green) edges are transverse to the x foliation.
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the even-faced prism construction is sufficient to freely
change the system size.

B. Ground-state degeneracy

Because the toric code ground space is degenerate (on
topologically nontrivial surfaces), a branching structure is
present in the renormalization process. For every surface
added to a cellulation, there are 2b possible toric code
ground states which can be used as inputs for the RG
transformation (where b is the Z2 Betti number of the
added surface); each of these choices corresponds to a
different sector of X-cube ground states. Thus, the entan-
glement renormalization picture naturally explains the
subextensive growth of the X-cube ground space described
by Eqs. (2) and (3): The scaling of the ground-space
degeneracy on a manifold M arises from the nontrivial
homology of the leaves that foliate M.
The constant c in Eq. (3) can be understood by consid-

ering the minimal cellulation (e.g., Lx ¼ Ly ¼ Lz ¼ 1) and
viewing larger systems as entanglement RG outgrowths of
this seed system. (For the case of Σg × S1 and cellulations
of the half-twist manifold that contain at least one Klein
bottle, the minimal cellulation obtainable from disentan-
gling toric code layers contains more than three leaves.)

The X-cube Hilbert space can be viewed as the physical
subspace of an extended Hilbert space which is a tensor
product of toric code Hilbert spaces on each leaf corre-
sponding to two qubits per edge. X-cube ground states can
be written as jψXCi ¼

Q
ePe ⊗l jψl

TCi, where l runs over
leaves, e runs over edges, jψl

TCi is a toric code ground state
on leaf l, and Pe ¼ 1þ ZiZj where i and j are the two
qubits on edge e. The product

Q
ePe projects onto the

physical subspace and maps products of coinciding Wilson
loops to the identity operator. Thus, for the seed system, c
counts the redundancies in logical qubits of the minimal
leaves, or, in other words, the number of leaf intersections
which correspond to nontrivial first homology classes of
both leaves. Thus, c is sensitive to the foliating structure on
M and, in particular, to the way the foliations intersect.
These considerations can be used to compute the values of
c shown in Table I and explain the dependence of c for the
half-twist manifold on the presence or absence of Klein
bottles in the cellulation, as discussed in Sec. IV C.

C. Relation to the Haah code

The RG transformation presented here is related to a
similar transformation for the Haah code studied in
Ref. [31]. The Haah code is a type-II fracton model defined
on a torus with nontrivial ground-state degeneracy, fractal-
like excitation structure, and no stringlike logical operators.
The procedure of Ref. [31] employs a local unitary trans-
formationU to decouple the Haah code HamiltonianHA on
a cubic lattice of size 2L into two HamiltoniansHA andHB
acting separately on interlacing sublattices of size L.
Similar to the Haah code, HB is a type-II fracton model
with fractal-like excitations. Conversely, however, HB
admits a RG transformation in which the model on a
lattice of size 2L is related via a local unitary trans-
formation V to two copies of itself on interwoven size L
sublattices. This information is summarized as follows:

UHAð2LÞU† ≅ HAðLÞ þHBðLÞ;
VHBð2LÞV† ≅ HBðLÞ þHBðLÞ; ð5Þ

where H ≅ H0 implies that H and H0 have coinciding
ground spaces corresponding to identical stabilizer groups.
The X-cube RG transformation can be cast in the same
light: HA is the X-cube Hamiltonian, whereas HB corre-
sponds to three mutually perpendicular decoupled stacks of
toric codes. We note that the branching structure of Eq. (5)
indicates that X-cube ground states bear exact representa-
tions as branching MERA tensor networks [32,33].

D. Entanglement structure

Moreover, the existence of this RG transformation
underlies the entanglement structure of the X-cube ground
states. Because local unitary transformations do not modify
the long-range entanglement structure, the entanglement

FIG. 7. Adjoint action of S on stabilizers of jψXCi0 ⊗ jψTCi. As
in Fig. 6, bold (blue) lines correspond to edges of the new layer.
Terms not pictured are unchanged.
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entropy of a region R can be heuristically understood as a
combination of contributions from underlying toric code
layers. The subleading linear correction to entanglement
entropy for the X-cube model, thus, corresponds to a
combination of the constant topological corrections present
in toric code ground states [34,35]. Interestingly, the Haah
code also exhibits subleading linear corrections to entan-
glement entropy [14,15]. Whether these corrections for the
Haah code can be similarly understood from the entangle-
ment RG perspective is not clear.

VI. TYPE-I FRACTON PHASES

A paradigmatic understanding of 2D quantum phases in
the absence of symmetry was reached by the authors of
Ref. [36]. In this framework, quantum phases are charac-
terized by the pattern of long-range entanglement exhibited
by their ground states and correspond to unique 2D
topological orders [37]. Two ground states are considered
to represent the same quantum phase of matter if they are
related by a generalized local unitary (gLU) transformation,
which is a finite-depth quantum circuit augmented with free
addition or removal of product states. System size can thus
be altered by adding or removing product states and
performing an appropriate local unitary transformation.
In this sense, unentangled product states can be viewed as
free “resources” for 2D quantum phases. However, in 3D,
the gLU paradigm is unsatisfactory because it overrefines
the space of ground states. While conventional 3D topo-
logical orders such as discrete gauge theories represent
gLU equivalence classes, exotic fracton models such as the
X-cube model and the Haah code (along with simple
decoupled stacks of 2D topological orders) do not represent
unique equivalence classes because ground states of differ-
ent system sizes are not gLU equivalent. The gLU
framework is, hence, inadequate in 3D, as it does not
allow for a notion of thermodynamic limit.
For this reason, we are motivated to propose a definition

of type-I fracton phase which incorporates the RG per-
spective of the X-cube model. In particular, we define a
type-I fracton phase as a class of models exhibiting a
thermodynamic limit whose ground-state manifolds can be
transformed into one another via a tensor product with an
arbitrary number of 2D topological ground states followed
by the action of a finite-depth quantum circuit. In other
words, we consider 2D topological orders as free resources
for 3D fracton phases. In this sense, the X-cube model is a
zero-correlation-length fixed-point Hamiltonian under the
entanglement RG transformation and a representative
model of a type-I fracton phase.
We note that the definition proposed here classifies

decoupled stacks of 2D topological phases as trivial 3D
phases. Moreover, it unifies the notions of type-I fracton
order and conventional 3D topological order, where prod-
uct state resources may be viewed as trivial 2D topological
orders. The definition we propose is closely related to and

inspired by the s-sourcery framework introduced in
Ref. [38], which employs a more general notion of resource
state and proposes a classification of all long-range
entangled 3D quantum matter. The X-cube model provides
a new example of a phase with matrix-valued s.

VII. ZN GENERALIZATION
OF THE X-CUBE MODEL

TheZN version of the X-cube model, as first discussed in
Ref. [20], is defined using the generalized Pauli operators
Zjpi ¼ ωpjpi and Xjpi ¼ jpþ 1 mod Ni, which act on
dimension-N local Hilbert spaces on each edge and obey
the relations ZX ¼ ωXZ and Z†X ¼ ω−1XZ†, where
ω ¼ e2πi=N . In this section, we extend the ZN model to
general three-manifolds cellulated by sets of transversely
intersecting foliations, as in Sec. IV. To define the model, it
is necessary to orient each edge; reversing the orientation of
an edge corresponds to inversion in ZN given by Z ↔ Z†

and X ↔ X†. The Hamiltonian on any compact three-
manifold M takes the form

H ¼ −
X
v

ðAx
v þ Ay

v þ Az
v þ H:c:Þ −

X
c

ðBc þ B†
cÞ: ð6Þ

As in the Z2 case, A
μ
v is a cross-shaped operator at vertex v,

whereas Bc is a product of operators over the edges of the
three-cell c. The action of Aμ

v on an edge adjacent to v is
determined by the orientation and direction (x, y, or z) of
the edge. Ax

v acts as Z (Z†) on z-directed (y-directed) edges
whose orientations point towards v, and as Z† (Z) on
y-directed (z-directed) edges whose orientations point away
from v, and likewise for cyclic permutations of x, y, and z.
Aμ
v is shown in Fig. 8(b) for a particular choice of

orientations. On the other hand, to define the three-cell
term Bc, the vertices of c are first given an A-B bipartition.
A given three-cell c is guaranteed to be bipartite as a graph
since all faces of c have edges which sequentially alternate
between two directions μ and ν (due to the foliating
structure of the cellulation). Bc is defined to act as X on
edges oriented from A to B vertices, and as X† on
edges oriented from B to A vertices [see Fig. 8(a)]. The
Hamiltonian terms mutually commute and constitute
stabilizer generators for a dimension-N qudit stabilizer
code.
The physics of the Z2 model generalizes in a straightfor-

ward fashion to theZN setting, in which there are N species
of string and membrane operators obeying respective ZN
fusion rules. For prime N, the ground-state degeneracy
behaves identically, except that logical qubits are replaced
with dimension-N logical qudits. In particular, Eq. (3)
generalizes to the rule

logN GSD ¼ bxLx þ byLy þ bzLz − c; ð7Þ
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where bμ is the first Betti number withZN coefficients [25].
For composite (nonprime) N, the formula for ground-state
degeneracy is more complicated in general [39] since the
ground space is not necessarily a tensor product of logical
qudit Hilbert spaces.
In general, the scaling of the GSD can be understood in

terms of an entanglement RG transformation which gen-
eralizes the discussion of Sec. V. For the ZN X-cube model,
generalized ZN toric code states serve as two-dimensional
resource states in the procedure (each contributing b logical
qudits for N prime). Such transformations exist for all of
the foliations we discuss. As in the Z2 case, to add a layer,
we first split the qudits on edges i intersecting the new layer
into pairs of qudits i0 and j0 and add Z†

i0Zj0 and Zi0Z
†
j0

stabilizer terms to the Hamiltonian and modify it as Zi →
Zi0 and Xi → Xi0Xj0 . We then take the tensor product
of the resulting ZN X-cube state with a ZN toric code
state on the new layer and apply a local unitary S. The
operator S is constructed from two-qudit gates C and C†

(see Fig. 9 for the cubic lattice case), which are general-
izations of the CNOT gate and act as Cjp; qi ¼ jp; qþ pi
and C†jp; qi ¼ jp; q − pi. The adjoint action of C is
given by

ZI → ZI; IZ → Z†Z;

XI → XX; IX → IX; ð8Þ

whereas for C† by

ZI → ZI; IZ → ZZ;

XI → XX†; IX → IX: ð9Þ

It can be checked that S maps the tensor product state to an
enlarged ZN X-cube ground state.

VIII. DISCUSSION

Our work on the X-cube model suggests that fracton
physics can be regarded as a new kind of topological
physics generalizing the traditional liquid topological order
[40,41]. We conjecture the existence of the following
X-cube TQFT.
A singular compact total foliation (SCTF) Λ of a three-

manifold M consists of singular subsets Kμ, μ ¼ x, y, z
(possibly empty) and three transversely intersecting sets of
closed surfaces fΛx;Λy;Λzg foliating the respective com-
plements MnKμ. K consists of singular leaves that are
either finitely many points, a link [42], or some G × S1

where G is a trivalent graph. Two SCTFs Λð1Þ and Λð2Þ on
M are considered to be equivalent if there exists a diffeo-
morphism f of M that sends Λð1Þ to Λð2Þ compatible with
the singular leaves and the RG moves that define the
fracton phase. We believe every orientable closed three-
manifold M has a SCTF. Given a SCTF Λ on a three-
manifoldM, a finite ðLx; Ly; LzÞ version of Λ is a choice of
Lx, Ly, and Lz many leaves from the three stacks
fΛx;Λy;Λzg, respectively, where Lx,Ly, and Lz are natural
numbers [43].
A SCTF TQFTwill assign to each pair ðM;ΛÞ, where Λ

is a SCTF on the three-manifoldM, an infinite-dimensional
Hilbert space VðM;ΛÞ that is constructed as the limit of a
sequence of finite versions of Λ. Moreover, the GSD on the
finite version ðLx; Ly; LzÞ depends only on the topology of
M, the topology of the leaf surfaces, and the topology of
the intersections of the leaves. The collection of Hilbert
spaces VðM;ΛÞ should satisfy some generalization of the

FIG. 8. (a) Action of three-cell operator Bc in the ZN X-cube
Hamiltonian on a cubic three-cell. Vertices of the cube are given
an A-B bipartition. (b) Cross-shaped operators Aμ

v of the ZN
X-cube model Hamiltonian.

FIG. 9. Adding a layer to the ZN X-cube model on a torus, as in
Fig. 6. For the ZN case, S is a translation-invariant product of
commuting C and C† operators shown here is a unit cell. Arrows
point from control qudit to target qudit; a single shaft indicates C,
whereas a double shaft corresponds to C†.
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usual TQFT axioms, and VðM;ΛÞ is a representation of all
diffeomorphisms of M that preserve the SCTF Λ. We leave
the construction of such a SCTF TQFT for the X-cube
model for the future.
As a comparison, the authors of Ref. [44] advocate that

fracton models should be regarded as representing geo-
metric orders. Their approach was to consider how lattice
geometry affects the low-energy physics and phase of
matter as defined by gLU equivalence.
It would be interesting to understand which components

of this discussion generalize to other fracton models. For
some of the type-I fracton models, a similar RG procedure
can be identified; thus, the SCTF structure may apply to
these fracton models as well. On the other hand, type-II
fracton models such as the Haah code do not fall within
this framework. Moreover, there is a class of gapless
Uð1Þ fracton models [45–50]. It would be interesting to
identify a substitute for the SCTF structure on general
three-manifolds for these related models.
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APPENDIX: ENTANGLEMENT
RENORMALIZATION FOR
THREE-SPHERE AND S2 × S1

In this appendix, we present examples of explicit trans-
formations that add layers of toric code states to the X-cube
model defined on S2 × S1 and S3. In Fig. 10, we depict a
unitary transformation that sews a toroidal layer into the
cellulation of S2 × S1 (Sec. IVA).
In Fig. 11, we illustrate the unitary transformation S that

sews a spherical layer into the cellulation of S3 (Sec. IV B).
Below, we list all of the gates comprising S that act on the
qubits shown in Figs. 11(b) and 11(c): CNOT1;45,
CNOT2;46, CNOT3;47, CNOT4;48, CNOT5;49, CNOT6;50,

CNOT7;51, CNOT8;52, CNOT9;53, CNOT10;54, CNOT11;55,
CNOT12;56, CNOT13;57, CNOT14;58, CNOT15;59,
CNOT16;60, CNOT17;61, CNOT17;81, CNOT18;62,
CNOT18;84, CNOT19;63, CNOT19;83, CNOT20;64,
CNOT20;86, CNOT21;65, CNOT21;87, CNOT22;66,
CNOT22;90, CNOT23;67, CNOT23;89, CNOT24;68,
CNOT24;92, CNOT25;69, CNOT25;93, CNOT26;70,
CNOT26;96, CNOT27;71, CNOT27;95, CNOT28;72,
CNOT28;98, CNOT29;73, CNOT29;99, CNOT30;74,
CNOT30;102, CNOT31;75, CNOT31;101, CNOT32;76,
CNOT32;104, CNOT1;33, CNOT1;36, CNOT3;34, CNOT3;35,
CNOT5;37, CNOT5;44, CNOT7;33, CNOT7;38, CNOT9;34,
CNOT9;39, CNOT11;40, CNOT11;41, CNOT13;35,
CNOT13;42, CNOT15;36, CNOT15;43, CNOT18;37,
CNOT18;105, CNOT20;38, CNOT20;106, CNOT21;39,
CNOT21;107, CNOT23;40, CNOT23;108, CNOT26;41,
CNOT26;109, CNOT28;42, CNOT28;110, CNOT29;43,
CNOT29;111, CNOT31;44, and CNOT31;112.

FIG. 10. Stereographically projected spherical cross section of
the local unitary operator S, which sews the dark blue toric code
layer into the X-cube lattice, as used in the RG transformation for
S2 × S1. S is a product of CNOT gates corresponding to the arrows,
which point from a control qubit to a target qubit. The arrows on
the edges indicate gates that act on the edges oriented into (and
out of) the plane and located at the adjacent vertices. Most of the
CNOT gates are acting within cubes (depicted as curved squares
above); within these cubes, S is the same as in Fig. 6(a). The toric
code plaquette operators extending out of the plane from the
dashed blue lines are mapped to composite three-cell operators on
the three-cells extending out of the plane from the shaded light
blue region.
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